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A simple model of harmonic vibrations in topologically disordered systems, such as glasses and
supercooled liquids, is studied analytically by extending Euclidean random matrix theory to include
vector vibrations. Rather generally, it is found that ~i! the dynamic structure factor shows soundlike
Brillouin peaks whose longitudinal/transverse character can only be distinguished for small
transferred momentum, p; ~ii! the model presents a mechanical instability transition at small
densities, for which scaling laws are analytically predicted and confirmed numerically; ~iii! the
Brillouin peaks persist deep into the unstable phase, the phase transition being noticeable mostly in
their linewidth; ~iv! the Brillouin linewidth scales like p2 in the stable phase, and like p in the
unstable one. The analytical results are checked numerically for a simple potential. The main
features of glassy vibrations previously deduced from scalar are not substantially altered by these
new results. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1610439#
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in x-ray and neutron scattering tech-
niques have allowed us to obtain very detailed physical in-
sight into the high-frequency ~0.1–10 THz! vibrational dy-
namics of supercooled liquids and glasses. Indeed, within
this range of frequencies their spectra reveal several univer-
sal properties,1 related to the presence of soundlike excita-
tions for momenta p of the same order of magnitude of p0 ,
the first maximum of the static structure factor ~typically
corresponding to wave numbers of a few nm21!. In x-ray
inelastic scattering experiments, this high-frequency sound is
mainly revealed as Brillouin-type peaks in the THz region of
the dynamic structure factor, whose position grows linearly
for p,p0 , i.e., v(p);cp ~the speed of sound c being quite
close to that obtained by acoustic measurements! and satu-
rates at a frequency v(p);v0 for p;p0 . Moreover, the p
dependence of the peak width is often described by G(p)
5Apa, where A is basically temperature independent for
momenta ranging from 0.01p0 to p0 .2 Interestingly enough,
G(p) also saturates as the momentum becomes ;p0 . The
actual value of the exponent a is still a matter of debate
among different experimental groups3 ~some proposing a52,
some a54!, yet one should bear in mind that for somewhat
smaller momenta, an unambiguous p2 scaling has been
found in optical measurements of sound attenuation in amor-
phous silica.4
The fact that the above described features, as well as the
Boson peak ~see below!, are universal, supports the hope that
most of the underlying relevant physics can be captured by
some simple model. Yet, the very nature of these systems,
intermediate between solids and liquids, poses a considerable
challenge to the description of their spectra. One could, for
instance, take the liquid point of view: the well-known hy-
drodynamic approximation5 predicts the existence of sound-
like excitations for all wave numbers, and a sound attenua-
tion coefficient ~very much the same as the linewidth of a
Brillouin peak1! that grows like p2. And in fact, as said
above, such a scaling has been measured for instance in the
range 0.01p0 – 0.1p0 in amorphous silica.4 However, when
using the value of the viscosity of silica at room temperature
a!Electronic mail: ciliberti@roma1.infn.it
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~an unknown quantity not smaller than 1013 poises! in the
hydrodynamic formulas,5,6 it is overestimated by ~at least!
eight orders of magnitude. Thus, hydrodynamics predicts a
completely washed-out Brillouin peak, in plain contradiction
with experiments. A drastically different approach is to con-
sider these excitations ~whose inverse frequency is much
smaller than the structural relaxation time! as harmonic vi-
brations around a quenched atomic structure, a point of view
supported by recent molecular dynamics simulations.7–9
Given the presence of well-formed local structures (SiO2
tetrahedra, for instance! a most natural approximation in this
context is to consider that the oscillation centers form a crys-
talline structure, the disorder in the atomic positions being
mimicked by randomness in their interaction potential10,11
~disordered lattice models12!. This approximation is particu-
larly appealing for analyzing scattering experiments, since
inelastic scattering from crystals is nowadays a well-
developed discipline. The presence of more than one atomic
species in most glass formers produces a complicated vibra-
tional structure, with acoustical and optical branches ~both
longitudinal and transversal! which are degenerate in energy
for wave numbers close to p0 . It is clear that a crystalline
analog can be very useful to clean up the mess.11 However,
disordered lattice models dramatically underestimate the
scattering of sound waves.13
A somehow intermediate position is held by those study-
ing vibrations around a topologically disordered12 ~liquid
like! structure. There are basically two such approaches:
modified mode-coupling theory14 ~which is not limited to
harmonic excitations!, and Euclidean random matrix theory
~ERMT!.15–17 ERMT owes its name to the fact that it formu-
lates the vibrational problem as random matrix problem.18
The matrices involved are called Euclidean random
matrices,19 and their study has required the development of
new analytical tools. Both MCT and ERMT predict an en-
hanced scattering of sound waves as compared to disordered
crystals, but up to now had been limited ~due to technical
difficulties! to very simple approximations where the three-
dimensional nature of particle vibrations was neglected. This
paper deals with the extension of ERMT to the physical case
of three-dimensional vibrations. In this way, we shall learn
that indeed the universal features of the high-frequency spec-
tra can be ascribed to the topologically disordered structure
of supercooled liquids and glasses. However, we must stress
that no results are available yet for the case where several
atomic species are present with very strong local correlations
among them ~e.g., silica tetrahedrons!, which would be di-
rectly relevant for the interpretation of scattering data.
In the previous scalar studies, the linewidth was found to
be G(p);Cp21Dp2v2, and the peak position v5cp . So,
for p!p0 one gets a52, thus recovering the hydrodynamic
scaling, but with Brillouin peaks that are still observable
when p is close to p0 .17 It must be noticed that the possibil-
ity remains of a crossover at a momentum pc,p0 ~before the
broadening saturates! to the a54 regime. This possibility
should always be considered when discussing experimental
results obtained under different thermodynamic conditions
and for different momentum ranges.3
Another quantity accessible to experiments ~especially
Raman scattering! is the vibrational density of states
~VDOS!, g(v). Its most striking feature is the presence of an
excess of states over the Debye v2 law in the ‘‘low’’ fre-
quency region, i.e., where the dispersion relation is linear
~but still in the THz region!. This excess of states is seen as
a peak when the VDOS is suitably plotted, and has been
named boson peak ~BP!. There are at least three different
ways of defining the boson peak from experiments. It is
sometimes defined as a peak in Raman scattering data, some-
times as a peak in the difference between the observed
VDOS of the glass and that of the corresponding crystal
~which is }v2). The third definition, and the one we will
adopt, is to look for a peak in g(v)/v2. When so defined,
the peak position vBP usually shifts to lower frequency on
heating,20 except for the case of silica.21 In this material the
shift is seen on lowering the density.22
Though there are theoretical approaches that explain the
BP through anharmonic effects,23 there is a growing consen-
sus that anharmonicity, although certainly present in real ma-
terials, need not be invoked to explain the BP or the other
features of high-frequency sound described above. Indeed,
several numerical simulations have shown that a model of
harmonic vibrations is wholly adequate to describe this fre-
quency range.7–9 On the other hand, even within the har-
monic framework the nature of the extra low-frequency
modes giving rise to the BP is still an open point. At a quali-
tative level, the frequency vBP is close to the Ioffe–Regel
frequency v IR , the frequency at which vibrational modes
change from propagating to nonpropagating. This is accom-
panied by a crossover from weak to strong scattering of the
phonons by the disorder,11,24 suggesting the possibility that
the excess BP modes are localized.25,26 However, numerical
simulations of amorphous silica have shown that the local-
ization edge is at frequencies greater than vBP and v IR .27
This has also been found analytically in the CPA
framework.11 What the Ioffe–Regel criterion signals is rather
a crossover from phononlike excitations to a different region
where the scattering due to disorder is very strong and the
modes do not propagate. We call these modes glassons ~since
they do not propagate but ‘‘diffuse,’’ they have also been
called diffusons27!. A large bump of glassons is generally
found around the Ioffe–Regel frequency, due to the flatten-
ing of the dispersion relation. This can be considered as the
glass counterpart of the van Hove singularity of
crystals.9,11,28 All the recently proposed theoretical frame-
works predict that this peak of glassons should move to
lower frequencies when approaching an instability transition,
where negative eigenvalues ~imaginary frequencies! appear.
This has been related to the arising of the BP10,11,14,28 Some
recent simulations for silica have stressed that the BP has a
strong component of transverse modes.9,29
A recent breakthrough of the ERM theory has been to
push the analysis of the vibrational spectra of glasses from
the qualitative level, where mainly orders of magnitude are
compared, to a more quantitative one, making sharp predic-
tions about the values of universal critical exponents describ-
ing the approach to the singularity.30 The first attempt to
confirm the theory by measuring them in a numeric simula-
tion has been quite encouraging.30 The picture emerging is
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the following: the BP modes are given by the hybridization
between the phonons and the low-energy tail of the glasson
peak which softens when the system approaches the instabil-
ity transition. Such a mechanism is strongly suspected to
take place in supercooled liquids at the mode coupling tran-
sition, and there is numerical support31 for the idea that the
mode coupling transition ~actually, crossover! in supercooled
liquids corresponds to a smooth phase transition in the en-
ergy landscape, from a saddle-dominated region to a
minima-dominated one.
Interestingly enough, since the ERM computation was
originally performed in the monoatomic scalar case ~i.e., the
vibrations are all colinear! the results obtained do not depend
on the existence of transversal or optic modes but describe a
general phenomenon occurring when phonons and glassons
interact. On the other hand, since in real systems the lower
energy glassons have been claimed9,29 to have transverse po-
larization, in this work we shall support the universal char-
acter of the transition by extending the Euclidean random
matrix theory to a generic model with longitudinal and trans-
verse modes. Our aim is to check the validity of the predic-
tions of the vectorial ERM computation on a simple Gauss-
ian model whose spectral properties have been numerically
studied by the method of moments.32 As a matter of fact, the
theory predicts that the behavior of some of the main spectral
features, namely the arising of the BP and the broadening of
the Brillouin peak, are universal and hence can be captured
even by the simplest model. We shall show, concerning the
features mentioned above, that the numeric results of the
Gaussian model agree with the theoretical predictions and
are identical to those found in more realistic models of frag-
ile glass formers.7,30
The layout of the rest of this paper is as follows: In Sec.
II we introduce the theoretical formalism of ERM theory. In
the next section we discuss the phase transition as it results
from an analytical model-independent computation. In Sec.
IV we check these conclusions by reporting numerical and
analytical results of a particular simplified model ~the Gauss-
ian model!. We will see that our analytical results fail in
giving the whole shape of the spectrum, due to the superpo-
sition approximation and to the high density expansion.
However, these results describe rather well the behavior of
the system near the transition point, with the correct expo-
nents and scaling laws. We summarize our conclusions in the
last section.
II. THE EUCLIDEAN RANDOM MATRIX THEORY
IN THE VECTOR CASE
We study a model where particles oscillate around fixed
random positions, so that the position of particle i at time t is
xi(t)5xieq1w i(t); the xieq are quenched equilibrium posi-
tions ~whose distribution must be specified! and w i(t) are the
displacements. From now on, Greek indices will label the
Cartesian components of the displacements, w i(t). In the
harmonic approximation the Hamiltonian is
H@x#5(
i , j
1,N
v~xi2xj!.
1
2 (i , j
1,N
(
m ,n
1,3
M im , jn@xeq#w i
mw j
n
, ~1!
where the dynamical matrix M is an Euclidean random ma-
trix
M im , jn@xeq#[2 f mn~xieq2xjeq!1d i j (
k51
N
f mn~xieq2xkeq!,
~2!
with f mn(x)[]mnv(x). Translational invariance implies that
there are three null eigenvalues corresponding to the rigid
translations of the system as a whole.
In the one-excitation approximation ~and in the classical
limit! the dynamic structure factor measured in inelastic-
scattering experiments is
S ~1 !~p,v!5
kBT
mv2
(
n
U(
i
p"en ,ie ipxi
eqU2d~v2vn!, ~3!
where en are the eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix and
vn its eigenfrequencies ~5square root of eigenvalues!. The
overline means average over the disordered quenched posi-
tions, whose distribution P@xeq# has to be specified. It is thus
assumed ~as it is often the case for disordered systems! that
macroscopic observables are self-averaging. The density of
states ~VDOS! is obtained in the limit of large momenta
g~v!5 lim
p→‘
mv2
kBTp2
S ~1 !~p ,v!. ~4!
We can obtain S (1)(p,v) through the resolvent G(p,z)
Gmn~p,z ![
1
N (jk e
ip~xjeq2xkeq!F 1z2M G jm ,kn
[GL~p ,z !
pmpn
p2
1GT~p ,z !S dmn2 pmpnp2 D ,
~5!
which is an axial tensor that can be separated into a longitu-
dinal term and a transversal one, GL(p) and GT(p), depend-
ing only on the magnitude of p. The dynamic structure factor
is obtained from the longitudinal resolvent using the distri-
bution identity (x1i01)215P(1/x)2ipd(x) ~Plemelj for-
mula!
S ~1 !~p,v!52
2kBTp2
vp
Im GL~p,v21i01!. ~6!
A transverse dynamic structure factor ~not measurable in ex-
periments! can be defined in an analogous way, and will have
a Brillouin peak corresponding to the transverse excitations.
A most important and general result is that for p→‘ the
resolvent becomes isotropic
Gmn
‘ ~z !5
1
N (j F 1z2M G jm , jn5dmn 1N Tr@z2M #21. ~7!
So, both longitudinal and transverse structure factors tend to
a common limit @the VDOS, see Eq. ~4!# at infinite momen-
tum. This implies in principle that both the dispersion rela-
tions saturate at the same value. However, in disordered sys-
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tems the dispersion relation is ill-defined when v;v IR since
the Brillouin peak becomes very broad. We shall come back
to this subject later.
In order to fully define the model, one has to specify the
potential v(r), which for the moment we leave unspecified,
and the probability distribution P@xeq# . The choice of P is a
crucial one, the various alternatives having a different physi-
cal meaning. Two cases are especially interesting in the
physics of glasses. If one is interested in the instantaneous
normal mode ~INM! spectrum, one should choose
P@xeq#}exp~2bH@xeq# !, ~8!
with b51/kBT , since one is studying the vibrations around
typical equilibrium configuration.33 If instead one wants to
focus on vibrations around stationary points ~saddles or
minima! of the Hamiltonian with a given energy E, the
choice would be
P@xeq,E#[
1
N~E ! (a d@x12x1
a~E !#fld@xN2xNa~E !# ,
~9!
where $xi
a(E)% are the N(E) solutions of the equations
] iH(x)50 under the condition H(xia)5E . The probability
function enters in the calculation of integrals of the type
E dx1dx2fldxkg ~k !~x1 ,x2 ,. . . ,xk!
3 f ~x1 ,x2! f ~x2 ,x3!fl f ~xk21 ,xk!, ~10!
where g (k)(x1 ,x2 ,. . . ,xk)5r2k* dxk11fldxNP@x# is the
k-particle distribution function. Obviously the computations
become a lot easier by taking P@x#51/VN ~i.e., considering a
uniform distribution of the equilibrium positions!, instead of
the actual forms ~8! or ~9!. This is what we shall do in the
following. As we shall later discuss, this brutal approxima-
tion is not completely useless, as might seem at first sight.
For the moment, let us show the main steps of the computa-
tion in this simplified situation.
The computation of ~5! is the generalization of the scalar
vibrations case,16,17 so we shall only outline it, stressing the
differences. Proceeding as in the scalar case, one first ex-
pands the propagator in 1/z
Gmn~p,z !5(
r50
‘ 1
zr11
1
N (jk e
ip~xjeq2xkeq!~M r! jm ,kn. ~11!
Consider the term of order r in this expansion. If we do not
allow repetitions, there are N!/(N2r21)!’Nr11 ways of
choosing the particle index. There is a factor 1/Vr11 from the
average over particle positions, another factor 1/N from the
definition of the resolvent, and an extra factor of V due to
translational invariance. Hence, terms without repetitions
contribute O(rr) (r5N/V is the particle number density!. It
is easy to convince oneself that every time that we allow a
particle repetition, we lose a factor of r. Then, the generic
term in the 1/z expansion is a polynomial in r
1
N (jk e
ip~xjeq2xkeq!~M r! jm ,kn
5rrAmn
~r ,r !~p!1rr21Amn
~r ,r21 !~p!1fl1rAmn~r ,1!~p!. ~12!
Let us remark that for p50 we have
Gmn~0,z !5
dmn
z
, ~13!
which means that uniform displacements are eigenvectors
with zero eigenvalue. This is a consequence of translational
symmetry, and must hold at arbitrary density. Therefore, we
must have Amn
(r ,s)(p50)50 for all r and s.
The calculation proceeds by finding the polynomial co-
efficients Amn
(r ,s)(p) up to a given approximation ~1/r expan-
sion! to all orders r. Then, the 1/z expansion is resummed.
The leading order ~that with the highest order in r! defines
the bare propagator. The terms with smaller powers of r will
take the form of a self-energy, broadening the spectral line.
Organizing the calculation as explained in Ref. 16, one easily
finds Amn
(r ,r)(p) in terms of fˆ mn(p), the Fourier transform of
f mn(r), that can be separated into longitudinal transverse
parts
fˆ mn~p!5 fˆ L~p !
pmpn
p2
1 fˆ T~p !S dmn2 pmpnp2 D . ~14!
In the following, it will be important to remember that
fˆ L(0)5 fˆ T(0)[ fˆ (0). One finds
Amn
~r ,r !~p!5~@ fˆ ~0 !2 fˆ ~p!#r!mn
5@ fˆ ~0 !2 fˆ L~p !#r
pmpn
p2
1@ fˆ ~0 !2 fˆ T~p !#rS dmn2 pmpnp2 D . ~15!
Thus, at the leading order in the high-density expansion, the
1/z series is geometric and the longitudinal and transverse
part are independent. The bare propagator ~exact in the r→‘
limit! is then
Gmn
~0 !~p,z !5GL
~0 !~p ,z !
pmpn
p2
1GT
~0 !~p ,z !S dmn2 pmpnp2 D ,
~16!
GL ,T
~0 ! ~p,z !5@z2r f ~0!1r f L ,T~p!#21. ~17!
Notice that it verifies Eq. ~13!, as it should. Using ~6!, the
Brillouin peaks in the dynamic structure factor can be recov-
ered in the r→‘ limit. Both the longitudinal and the trans-
verse propagators have a simple pole for each p, implying
that sound waves are exact eigenvectors of the dynamical
matrix in this limit. The bare propagator describes an elastic
medium of infinite density, where the longitudinal and trans-
verse dispersion relation are given by
vL ,T
0 ~p![~r fˆ ~0!2r fˆ L ,T~p!!1/2, ~18!
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which become linear at small p. The density of states, that is
obtained from the propagator in the p→‘ limit, is rather
unnatural for r→‘:15 a single Dirac delta function at fre-
quency Ar fˆ (0). This pathology is a consequence of the lack
of a Debye cutoff frequency in our elastic medium @there are
infinitely more wave numbers outside a sphere of arbitrary
large radius, pc , than inside it, but all wave numbers larger
than pc will have a frequency arbitrarily close to Ar fˆ (0)].
This problem will be solved by the finite r corrections.
To calculate the finite r corrections, one must allow for
particle label repetitions in the matrix products ~11!. Repre-
senting the matrix product by a chain of particle labels, at
first order in 1/r we have to take care of a single particle
label repetition
...1...1..., ~19!
where the unrepeated indices are represented by dots. Calcu-
lating the generic contribution of this diagrams for all r, one
obtains the coefficients Amn
(r ,r21)(p), then, resumming the 1/z
expansion, one finds ~repeated Greek indices are summed!
Gmn~p,z !5Gmn
~0 !~p,z !1Gmh
~0 !~p,z !F1r E d3q~2p!3 Vhl~q,p!
3Gls
~0 !~q,z !Vsr~q,p!GGrn~0 !~p,z !1OS 1
r2
D , ~20!
Vmn~q,p!5r~ fˆ mn~q!2 fˆ mn~p2q!!. ~21!
This can be easily interpreted if one has in mind that correc-
tions to the r→‘ limit will take the form of a self-energy
Gmn~p,z !5F 1
z2r fˆ ~0 !1r fˆ ~p!2S~p,z !G
mn
, ~22!
where S(p,z) is a matrix with the standard form
Smn~p,z !5SL~p !
pmpn
p2
1ST~p !S dmn2 pmpnp2 D . ~23!
Due to ~13! the self-energy should vanish at p50. Now, if
the self-energy has a series expansion in 1/r
S~p,z !5S~1 !~p,z !1S~2 !~p,z !1fl , ~24!
the contribution of order 1/r l being S (l)(p,z), then the re-
solvent reads ~Dyson resummation!
Gmn~p,z !5Gmn
~0 !~p,z !1Gmh
~0 !~p,z !Shl
~1 !~p,z !Gln
~0 !~p,z !
1Gmh
~0 !~p,z !Shl
~2 !~p,z !Gln
~0 !~p,z !
1Gmh
~0 !~p,z !Shl
~1 !~p,z !Glr
~0 !~p,z !Srs
~1 !~p,z !
3Gsn
~0 !~p,z !1fl . ~25!
Therefore, one is tempted to conclude from Eq. ~20! that
Smn
~1 !~p,z !5
1
r E d
3q
~2p!3
Vml~q,p!Gls
~0 !~q,z !Vsn~q,p!.
~26!
To see that this is actually the case, one can consider the
second-order corrections, where we have four different to-
pologies
...1...1...2...2..., ~27!
. . .1...2...2...1..., ~28!
. . .1...2...1...2..., ~29!
. . .1...1...1... . ~30!
It is clear that to make further progress one needs some kind
of Feynman rules. We have been able to find a set of dia-
grammatic rules valid for planar topologies ~i.e., repeated
indices can be nested but not intercalated! like Eqs. ~27! and
~28!, which we give below. They should not be used in gen-
eral situations like Eq. ~30!. The rules are ~see Fig. 1!:
~1! Join unrepeated particle indices with a full line.
~2! Join repeated particle indices with a dashed ‘‘interac-
tion’’ line. Momentum is conserved at each interaction
vertex, so we can attach a momentum to each line.
~3! To a full line carrying momentum k associate a bare
propagator Gls
(0)(k,z).
~4! Place a vertex function V(q,p) at each of the vertices
connected by a dashed line. Here, p is the incoming mo-
mentum and q is the one running inside the loop. Beware
the vertex function does not commute with the bare
propagator, so the order they have in the diagram must
be respected. The resulting sequence must be interpreted
as a matrix product.
~5! Integrate over the momenta inside the loops.
~6! Add a factor 1/r for each particle repetition ~dashed
line!.
In this way, one can easily see that Eq. ~27! represents a term
of the Dyson resummation of S (1), while the other three
schemes are genuine contributions to S (2). These rules rep-
resent a significant improvement over the previously pub-
lished expansions.16 For example, the repetition scheme ~28!
FIG. 1. A simple diagram illustrates the Feynman rules.
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involved 16 diagrams in the previous version ~see the Ap-
pendix of Ref. 16!, while it now corresponds to just one. The
other two diagrams for S (2), which will be neglected in the
resummation used below ~see Fig. 2! are the diagram corre-
sponding to the particle repetition in ~29!
1
r2
E d3q
~2p!3
d3k
~2p!3
Vma~p2q,p!Gab
~0 !~z ,q!Vbg~q2k,q!
3Ggd
~0 !~z ,k!Vds~p2q,p2q1k!
3Gst
~0 !~z ,p2q1k!Vtn~q2k,p! ~31!
and that corresponding to ~30!
1
r2
E d3q
~2p!3
d3k
~2p!3
Vma~p2q,p!Gab
~0 !~z ,q!Vbg~q2k,2q2p!
3Ggd
~0 !~z ,k!Vdn~p2k,p!. ~32!
These three diagrams ~see Fig. 2! vanish independently for
p50, and ~in the scalar case! are equivalent to the 39 dia-
grams of the previously published expansion.16
Given these rules, it is a well-known combinatorial re-
sult ~Dyson equation! that the sum of all planar diagrams
~cactus approximation! takes the form of a self-consistent
integral equation for the self-energy
Smn~p,z !5
1
r E d
3q
~2p!3
Vml~q,p!Gls~q,z !Vsn~q,p!.
~33!
The first terms leading to this equation are illustrated in Fig.
2. It is most important that this resummation is compatible
with Eq. ~13!. An asymptotic model-independent analysis of
this equation will be presented in the next section, while
numerical results for a simple model will be given in Sec. IV.
Let us remark that the self-energy renormalizes the dis-
persion relations and gives a finite width to the Brillouin
peaks
vL ,T
2 ~p !5~vL ,T
0 !2~p !1Re SL ,T~p ,vL ,T~p !!,
~34!
GL ,T~p !5Im SL ,T~p ,vL ,T~p !!/vL ,T~p !.
It is interesting to notice that even if the bare propagator did
not have a transverse component, the first-order contribution
to the self-energy S (1) would generate a transverse excitation
band: the scattering among longitudinal and transversal
phonons is much stronger in our case than in disordered
lattices.
Before proceeding to the analysis of the cactus equation,
let us note that the correlations between the equilibrium po-
sitions of the particles can be taken into account quite easily
at the level of the superposition approximation in the above
approach. This approximation amounts to writing the integral
~10! as
E dx1 dx2fldxk g ~2 !~x1 ,x2!g ~2 !~x2 ,x3!
flg ~2 !~xk21 ,xk! f ~x1 ,x2! f ~x2 ,x3!fl f ~xN21 ,xk!, ~35!
where all the information about the correlations is assumed
to be contained pair distribution function g (2)(x1 ,x2) ~corre-
sponding to the chosen probability P@xeq#). The results de-
rived above for the case without correlations are translated to
the correlated case ~at the level of the superposition approxi-
mation! by replacing the functions f (x) by g (2)(x) f (x).34 In
this way the usual power-law divergence of the pair potential
for uxu→0 is balanced by the exponential behavior of the pair
distribution function, and this ensures the existence of the
Fourier transform of the product f (x)g (2)(x).
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS: THE PHASE TRANSITION
In this section we aim to show that from the cactus ap-
proximation @Eq. ~33!# it is possible to derive a few analytic
model-independent results about the arising of the boson
peak and the broadening of the Brillouin peak. These results
are expressed in form of scaling laws, whose exponents are
predicted in this approximation. As the scaling laws obtained
do not depend on the details of the interaction, we claim that
they are a general feature of topologically disordered sys-
tems. It cannot be excluded, however, that the values of the
exponents depend on the approximation chosen. Simulations
and experiments will allow to clarify this point.
Recalling Eq. ~4!, the VDOS can be obtained from
g~v!52
2v
p
Im G‘~v21i01!, ~36!
FIG. 2. The diagrams corresponding to the first three terms in 1/r of the self-energy S(p,z) @see Eq. ~24!#. Nonplanar graphs ~shown inside the brackets! are
neglected in the cactus resummation of the Dyson equation.
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setting in our equation z5v21i01, where G‘(z)
[limp→‘ G(p,z).
In order to obtain the quantity G‘(z), one has to solve
the integral equation ~33! in the p→‘ limit
1
G‘~z !
5z2r fˆ ~0 !2rAG‘~z !
2rE d3q
~2p!3
fˆ 2~q!G~q,z !, ~37!
where G‘(z), A[(2p)23* d3q fˆ 2(q), and the last term
~given by the integral of the product of two anisotropic ma-
trices! in the above equation are matrices proportional to the
identity, since in the infinite momentum limit everything is
isotropic.
In order to deal analytically with ~37!, the crudest ap-
proximation is to neglect the last term, in which case it be-
comes quadratic in G‘(z), and one easily finds a semicircu-
lar VDOS, with center at v5r fˆ (0) and radius 2ArA .
Clearly enough, this approximation misses completely the
low-frequency part and is not suitable to describe the
phonons. It rather describes the nonpropagating but extended
modes at higher frequencies ~glassons!. Though the glassons
are qualitatively taken into account by this approximation,
the semicircular shape of this part of the VDOS is an artifact
of the approximation, and as we shall see later the complete
theory yields a shape more similar to that found in real sys-
tems.
By reintroducing in an approximate way the missing
term of ~37!, we are able to study the region of the small
frequencies. To do so, we replace the resolvent in the last
integral with the bare resolvent, obtaining for small v
E d3q
~2p!3
fˆ 2~q!G~q,v21i01!.2 B
r
2i
fˆ 2~0 !
4pc3
v , ~38!
where
1
c3
5
1
3cL
3 1
2
3cT
3 , cL ,T5
A2r fˆ L ,T9 ~0 !/2, ~39!
B5
1
2p2 F13 E0‘dqq2 fˆ L
2
fˆ L~0 !2 fˆ L~q !
1
2
3 E0
‘
dqq2
fˆ T2
fˆ T~0 !2 fˆ T~q !G . ~40!
In the imaginary part of Eq. ~38! the dispersion relations are
assumed linear @i.e., r fˆ L ,T(0)2r fˆ L ,T(q)’cL ,T2 q2] since we
are interested in small v and hence small q. Substituting this
in Eq. ~37!, we obtain a quadratic equation for G‘(v2
1i01) that gives
G‘~v21i01!.@~v22r fˆ ~0 !1B !1ir fˆ 2~0 !v/~4pc3!2A~~v22r fˆ ~0 !1B !1ir fˆ 2~0 !v/~4pc3!!224rA# 12rA . ~41!
In order to study the boson peak, we shall focus in the small
frequencies regime. It will be very illuminating to consider
the case where the VDOS changes because of changes in the
density. However, the mechanism explaining the arising of
the BP is much more general and can be applied even to the
case where the density is kept fixed and other thermody-
namic parameters vary.
Let us consider first the high density limit, i.e., the situ-
ation where the first term under the square root is much
larger than the second. The resolvent becomes
G‘~v21i01!.S v22r fˆ ~0 !1B1i r fˆ 2~0 !v4pc3 D
21
, ~42!
and from Eq. ~36! one gets exactly Debye’s law, g(v)
5v2/(2p2rc3), in the v→0 limit.
By decreasing the density we easily show that in Eq.
~41!, due to the square root term, G‘(0) develops an imagi-
nary part when r,rc , where rc is fixed by (B2rc fˆ (0))2
54rcA . We claim that this can be interpreted as a phase
transition in the space of the eigenvalues of the Hessian
matrix driven by the value of the density. The two phases
separated from such a phase transition are the stable phase
~all positive eigenvalues! and the unstable phase ~nega-
tive and positive eigenvalues!. The order parameter is
w52Im G‘(i01), which vanishes as w;uDub, with b51/2.
The value of the exponent of course could depend on the
cactus approximation and is highly reminiscent of mean-field
theories. Most interestingly, the boson peak arises, in the
stable phase, as a signature of the phase transition. In fact, by
setting D[(r2rc) and expanding for small D
2Im G‘~v21i01!}Im AaD2iv/v*
)H g~v!;v3/2 if v/v*@aDg~v!}v2/AaD if v/v*!aD ,
~43!
where a is a positive constant and v*[2pAA/rc. Hence,
there exists a frequency that signals a crossover from a De-
bye behavior to a different kind, namely g(v);vg, g53/2.
We identify the boson peak with such frequency, i.e., vBP
5aDv*.
From the experimental point of view, this implies that
the BP is indicated from a peak in the function g(v)/v2m,
not in g(v). The BP frequency moves toward 0 when ap-
proaching the transition ~from the stable side! and its height
diverges. Equation ~4! shows that at the level of the one-
phonon approximation it can also be detected in the p→‘
limit of the dynamic structure factor S(p ,v).
As stated above, the control parameter need not be the
density. For example, by fixing the density and letting the
sound speed vary, we find that
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w}Im A~B2r fˆ ~0 !!224rA . ~44!
If the equation @B(c)2r fˆ (0)#254rA(c) has a solution for
some c5cc , then we have a transition controlled by c. Now,
D5c2cc and once again w5a8uDub with b51/2.
Since the quantities A, B, and fˆ (0) depend on the ther-
modynamic parameters, in principle each of them could be
chosen as a control parameter to describe this phase transi-
tion. However, one parameter ~the potential energy! seems to
be more physically meaningful than the others when the en-
ergy landscape approach to the glass transition is taken into
account. It has been shown indeed in numerical simulations
that the typical stationary point of the Hamiltonian closest to
equilibrium configurations is a saddle above the mode-
coupling temperature and a minimum below.31 Hence, Eq.
~37! describes ~in an approximate way! this phase transition
in the space of all stationary points ~saddle and minima!.
This we shall call the saddle–phonon transition.
Since the number of eigenvalues of a stationary point
depends only on its energy ~in the thermodynamic limit!,31 it
plays a special role as a control parameter in the study of the
boson peak. Stationary points ~and their energy!, though, are
easily accessible in simulations but not in experiments. It is
thus better to formulate the scaling laws arising from the
theory without any reference to the parameter chosen. We
then recast Eq. ~43! as
g~v ,D!5vgh~vD2r!, h~x !;H x22g x!1
const. x@1,
~45!
with D defined in terms of an arbitrary control parameter.
Since the boson peak signals a crossover between the two
phases, this scaling law implies that vBP;Dn and
g(vBP ,D)/vBP2 ;D2h, with
h5n~22g!. ~46!
Since the result is model independent, this law is expected to
hold very generally, and in the next section we will check
that numerically in a simplified model. The ERMT ~in the
cactus approximation! predicts n51, g53/2, h51/2. Nu-
merical results on a fragile glass former have already turned
out to be in a reasonable agreement with such scaling laws.30
Let us note that superficially similar results have been
obtained for the VDOS of random fractal networks.35–38 In a
percolating network, for instance, it is found that the VDOS
crosses over from a Debye v2 law at low frequencies to a
v1/3 behavior above some characteristic frequency vc ~frac-
tion regime!. vc tends to 0 as the percolation threshold is
approached, and in some theoretical formulations a scaling
law has been predicted for the crossover.36 However, these
results are significantly different from ours. Apart from the
difference in the exponents of the non-Debye regime ~1/3
versus our 3/2!, the physical origin of the crossover is quite
dissimilar. In percolation networks it is not due to a mechani-
cal instability transition ~which is not present in those sys-
tems!, but to the fact that the network changes character at a
characteristic length scale jp . At length scales l shorter than
jp the network is fractal, diffusion is anomalous, and the
vibrational modes are fractions (v1/3), while for l.jp it is
homogeneous, diffusion is normal, and the modes are
phonons (v2).35 Also, at vc a crossover in the dispersion
relations takes place35 from linear at v!vc to power law,
another crucial difference from our case.
Let us conclude this section with a similar asymptotic
analysis of the scaling behavior of the linewidth G(p) of
Brillouin peaks. Interestingly enough, it changes at the
saddle–phonon transition. From the analytic point of view,
the longitudinal and transverse G(p) are given by the corre-
sponding imaginary part of the self-energy computed at the
position v0 of the peak. In both cases the leading contribu-
tion in the limit of small momenta is obtained by considering
the large q contribution in the integral of Eq. ~33!
Im S~p,v!.2
pg~v!
2v E d
3q
~2p!3
V2~q,p!. ~47!
In the stable phase the Debye regime (g(v);v2) at low
enough frequencies (v,vBP) implies
GL ,T~p !;g~v!p2/v2;p2. ~48!
This is the asymptotic result both in the longitudinal and the
transversal case, but in practice one should be very careful
when fitting the experimental results with the above law. In
fact, when approaching the transition from the stable phase,
the boson peak frequency vBP shifts to zero and the Brillouin
peak might fall in the region where g(v)}v3/2, yielding a
flattening of the scaling law ~the exponent would be 3/2 in-
stead of 2!. Moreover, a crossover from p2 to a p4 behavior
in the region where the dispersion relation is still linear can-
not be ruled out. In general, both the p2 and p4 terms are
present, and their relative weights depend on the thermody-
namic parameters.16,17
In the unstable phase, instead one has g(v);v , due to
the fact that Im G‘(0)Þ0 and to Eq. ~36!, then the broaden-
ing becomes
GL ,T;p . ~49!
This theoretical result is very suggestive because the possi-
bility arises of investigating the saddle–phonon transition
through measurements of the Brillouin peak.
We stress that the results of this section are model inde-
pendent. In the next section we will test them in the simplest
case, the Gaussian model.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR A GAUSSIAN MODEL
Here, we solve numerically the cactus equation for the
case where f (p) has a Gaussian form and compare with
direct numerical results for the same model. This will con-
firm that the saddle–phonon transition described by the Eu-
clidean random matrix theory is not an artifact of the ap-
proximation involved ~cactus resummation!. The model is
described by
fˆ mn~p!5 fˆ L~p !
pmpn
p2
1 fˆ T~p !S dmn2 pmpnp2 D ,
~50!
f L ,T~p !5S 2p
s0
2 D 3/2 exp~2p2/2sL ,T2 !.
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This choice for fˆ (p) is mainly due to its simplicity.
However, we have shown that many features, ranging from
the behavior of the boson peak close to the saddle–phonon
transition to the width of the Brillouin peak in the stable and
unstable phases are independent of the details of the model.
Hence, we expect the Gaussian model to be as good as any
other to study such features. Moreover, as we discussed at
the end of Sec. II, the superposition approximation amounts
to taking fˆ mn(p)5F@g(r)vmn(r)# , meaning that fˆ L ,T(p) are
finite at p50. Thus, a Gaussian approximation for fˆ (p) at
low enough momenta is always possible. As an example, in
Fig. 3 ~top! we show the longitudinal and transverse compo-
nents of the Fourier transform of g(r)vmn(r) for a soft
sphere system @i.e., a one-component liquid with pair poten-
tial v(r)5r212] and the comparison with a Gaussian fit. The
fit gives sT.2sL ~hereafter we shall fix sL to s0 , the
length scale of the problem!. We can check that the Gaussian
model is able to reproduce the qualitative behavior of a real
system by looking at Fig. 4, where it is shown that the den-
sity of states of a Gaussian Euclidean random matrix looks
qualitatively like the INM spectrum of a liquid. Thus, a
Gaussian model is not an outrageous approximation.
We shall consider various values of the density, which is
here a possible control parameter, comparing the analytical
~cactus! results with the numerical spectra and dynamic
structure factor obtained from the method of moments.32
This method allows one to obtain the density of states and
the dynamic structure factor of a given N3N matrix up to
N5O(106) in a reasonable CPU time. The numerical solu-
tion of Eq. ~33!, which is actually two ~coupled! equations
for the longitudinal and transverse parts of the resolvent,
requires some work. It can be solved by iteration at fixed z as
long as one can do the three-dimensional integral sufficiently
fast. To do so, we write the equations as convolutions by
expanding the vertex V(q,p): this gives four terms, which
can be evaluated with two convolutions. These can be calcu-
lated very efficiently using the fast Fourier transform ~FFT!,
as long as the functions are sufficiently smooth. Since this is
not the case, the resolvent must be separated into a regular
part which tends to zero at infinity, and a part which is qua-
FIG. 3. Top: The Fourier transform ~longitudinal and transverse compo-
nents! of g(r)]mnv(r) (g(r) is the radial distribution function and ]mnv(r)
is the second derivative of the pair potential! as obtained from a simulation
of a soft-sphere system at T516. The Gaussian fits ~also shown as solid
lines! are made in the small momentum region, and the ratio of two vari-
ances ~which is in our model the square of the ratio of the longitudinal and
transverse sound speed! is .2. This is the value we fixed in the model.
Bottom: The bare dispersion relations ~see the text! vL ,T0 (p)5r@ fˆ (0)
2 fˆ (p)#1/2 corresponding to this system. They saturate at the same value but
the asymptotic behavior is reached for values of the momenta greater than
the ones studied in experiments.
FIG. 4. Top: The density of states for our ERM model in the unstable phase
~r50.2!, as obtained numerically from the method of moments. This nu-
merical method allows us to build the density of states of a large matrix
~here, the Hessian of a N5106 particle system! by a sum of delta functions.
The width of these is responsible for the oscillations in the resulting VDOS
that should vanish once one averages over a large number of samples. v0 is
the saturation frequency for high values of momenta in the dispersion rela-
tion. Bottom: The INM spectrum as arising from a simulation of a soft-
sphere system of N52048 particles at T50.68, i.e., in the liquid phase. We
average here over O(102) samples, so there are not large oscillations in the
VDOS. As before, v08 is the frequency corresponding to the saturation of the
dispersion relation. In both cases the density of states for imaginary frequen-
cies is plotted in the negative real axis (iv→2v), as usual.
FIG. 5. The VDOS g~v! as a function of eigenfrequencies divided by the
predicted Debye behavior v2 for r54.rc . In the inset, we show g~v! vs
v both numerical ~obtained via the method of moments! and analytical
@from the numerical solution of the cactus equation ~33!#.
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sisingular and has a finite limit. After the convolution of this
part is worked out analytically, the remaining convolutions
can be done using FFT. In this way, each iteration takes a
time O(N log N), and an iterative scheme can be reasonably
implemented.
A. rrc : The stable phase phonons
In the high density regime we are in the phonon or stable
phase, since all the eigenvalues are positive. Figure 5 shows
the VDOS, and its Debye behavior (}v2) for small frequen-
cies. In this regime the approximations used in deriving the
integral equation ~37! are quite good since the analytic solu-
tion reproduces the numerical spectrum ~and in particular the
Debye behavior! rather accurately. The large peak at high
frequency arises from a pileup of states due to the flattening
of the dispersion relations. Those excitations are the non-
propagating glassons described by the high-frequency limit
of Eq. ~37!. In a way, the peak can be considered as the
off-lattice analogous of the van Hove singularity, the main
difference being that density fluctuations smooth the cusp,
giving it rather a semicircular form. Finally, let us note that
the analytical solution misses the high-frequency tail of the
VDOS. These modes are expected to appear in a number
which is exponential in r, and thus cannot be recovered in a
1/r expansion.
In Fig. 6 we plot the longitudinal and transverse compo-
nents of the dynamic structure factor for three values of p.
The agreement between numerical and analytical solutions is
better at the higher values of p, though the position of the
Brillouin peak is correctly reproduced at all p. Since the
peaks are well defined, we are allowed to study the disper-
sion relations as well as the linewidth G as a function of p.
FIG. 6. The longitudinal ~top! and transverse dynamic structure factor in the
high-density ~stable! region for three values of exchanged momenta. The
comparison between analytical ~solid line! and numerical ~dashed line! data
shows that there is some difference, especially for small values of momenta.
The range of frequencies is in the Debye regime ~see Fig. 5!.
FIG. 7. The dispersion relations and the linewidth of the Brillouin peaks for
r54@rc , both from numerical evaluation and from analytical computation
@Eq. ~33!#.
FIG. 8. ~a! The spectrum of the Gaussian ERM as ob-
tained numerically with method of moments for several
values of the density r, below and above the critical
density rc.0.54. All values of the densities are given
in units of s0
23 @see Eq. ~50!#. ~b! Same data, a zoom of
the interesting region near l50. The value of g(0)
grows on lowering the density. ~c! Plot of g(v)/v2 vs
v for densities r*rc . The Boson peak is defined as a
peak in this plot; we see that a BP appears on lowering
the density. ~d! The VDOS as a function of real ~posi-
tive axis! and imaginary frequencies ~negative axis!.
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They are obtained by fitting the peaks with S (1)(p ,v)
}vL ,T
2 (p)GL ,T(p)/@(v22vL ,T2 (p))21v2GL ,T2 (p)# , follow-
ing the experimental procedure.1 While the agreement about
the numeric and analytic dispersion relations is striking,
there remains some discrepancy in the linewidth, especially
at the lower momenta of the longitudinal case. It is worth-
while to note that both dispersion relations saturate at the
same value at very large momenta, though they can be very
different in the regime which is presently explored by simu-
lations and experiments (ps0;1). Interestingly enough,
both relations coincide with the bare dispersion relation
v0(p) of Eq. ~18!, the renormalization due to the self-energy
in ~34! seeming negligible. As for the linewidth, the numeric
and analytic ~integral equation! results are in reasonable
agreement with the asymptotic theoretical prediction G
;p2. Furthermore, the scaling seems to be independent from
the longitudinal or transverse nature of the excitations. How-
ever, it cannot be ruled out from our data the possibility that
a crossover between p2 and p4 is verified before saturating at
the limiting value. See Fig. 7.
B. r¶rc : Near the transition
In Fig. 8 we show the spectrum of Gaussian matrices ~in
terms of eigenvalues as well as frequencies! as obtained from
the method of moments for several values of the density near
the critical one, which turns out to be rc.0.54. If we lower
the density we enter the unstable region and this is revealed
by the appearance of an extensive fraction of unstable modes
~imaginary frequencies!. A BP appears near the transition
point in the low-frequency region.
We now obtain the exponents of the transition ~Fig. 9!.
Figures 9~a! and 9~c! show that the position of the BP is
linear with respect to D[(r2rc) and that the height of BP
diverges as D21/2. This confirms the theoretical predictions
n51 and h51/2. In Fig. 9~b! we determine the value of g by
studying the fraction of unstable modes. Indeed, from Eq.
~43!, in the region of parameters such that r&rc , we can
argue that the VDOS behaves as g(v)5vgg˜ (v/uDu), where
g˜ (x) is a scaling function and g53/2. The fraction of un-
stable modes is defined as f u5*2‘0 gl(l)dl . We thus have
that
f u~D!5E
0
‘
dv vgg˜ ~v/uDu!;uDu11g. ~51!
We find f u;(rc2r)5/2, i.e., g53/2. Finally, the order pa-
rameter w vanishes as (rc2r)b with b51/2 @Fig. 9~d!#.
The phase transition is also found by the numerical so-
lution of the integral equation @Eq. ~33!#, as one can see from
Fig. 10. Actually, this solution does not give the spectrum
very accurately @one can still discern the semicircle centered
in v;r fˆ (0) rather separated from the rest of the spectrum,
while we have seen that they mix at low enough density—
FIG. 9. Data taken from numerics ~method of moments!. The critical den-
sity in the following fits has been fixed to rc50.54 and capital letters are the
fitting parameters. ~a! The position of boson peak is plotted as a function of
the density near the critical point. We find that vBP vanishes linearly in D
5r2rc . ~b! The fraction of unstable modes vanishes as (rc2r)2.5, thus
giving a value g53/2. ~c! The height of the BP, defined by g(vBP)/vBP2 ,
diverges as D2h, with h51/2. ~d! The order parameter w[2Im G‘(0) ~see
the text! vanishes as (rc2r)b, with b51/2.
FIG. 10. Top: The density of eigenvalues obtained from
the numerical solution of Eq. ~33! at fixed cL /cT52 for
several values of the density r. The transition from a
stable phase to an unstable phase is clear since an ex-
tensive number of negative eigenvalues appears. Bot-
tom: The transition can be seen also by plotting the
spectra as a function of the frequencies, with the un-
stable modes ~i.e., imaginary frequencies! on the nega-
tive real axis.
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Fig. 8# and it overestimates the critical density, rc
analyt
.1.98.rc
numeric
. In Fig. 11 we check that the order param-
eter vanishes with the correct exponent, b51/2, and also for
the fraction of unstable modes. It is interesting that these
exponents are also found for a larger class of nearly Gaussian
matrices, corresponding to functions f (p)}exp(2p2(1
1ap2n)/2s2).
C. r¸rc : The unstable phase saddles
From the results of the integral equations, we show in
Figs. 12 and 13 that the Brillouin peaks still exist in the
unstable phase ~below rc). The main difference with the
stable phase is the peak around v;0, due to the negative
eigenvalues. Of course, since ERMT is a purely harmonic
theory, it is expected to describe correctly only frequencies
much greater than the inverse of the a ~structural! relaxation
time ta . So, as long as vta@1, our computation should be
reliable to study also the saddle phase. In fact, our finding of
Brillouin peaks even when negative eigenvalues are present
is consistent with the fact that in real systems Brillouin peaks
related to the high-frequency sound are found even well
above the mode-coupling temperature,1 which corresponds to
the saddle–phonon transition.
Furthermore it is worthwhile to notice that, as predicted
from the analytic asymptotic analysis, the saddle–phonon
transition produces a change in the linewidth scaling. In Fig.
13 we show that from the integral equation one gets G(p)
;p . It would be very important to confirm this result in
simulations of realistic models or, better, in experiments. Fi-
nally, at fixed momentum, the scaling laws v0;r1/2 for the
position of the peak, and G;r21 for its width remain un-
changed across the transition ~Fig. 12!.
D. The sound velocity as a control parameter
Finally, we look at the instability transition as driven by
the speed of sound. In the Gaussian case, we can write A
5a/c3, B5b/c3, where a and b do not contain c. Using this
in Eq. ~44!, one finds that there is a transition at a critical
sound velocity fixed by the condition
~b2rcc
3 fˆ ~0 !!254racc3. ~52!
Since c}(112(cL /cT)23)21/3, this is determined by the ra-
tio between longitudinal and transverse sound velocities, i.e.,
by the anisotropy. We thus have studied our ensemble of
Gaussian matrices at a fixed density r51 as a function of the
ratio cL /cT . The control parameter is now D5(c2cc), and
we find that cc.0.58. In Fig. 14 we see that a BP appears on
approaching the critical value, which signals the transition to
a region with an extensive number of negative eigenvalues.
Figure 15 shows that the critical exponents are the same as
when the density is the control parameter. This confirms the
universal character of the phase transition discussed before.
FIG. 11. The order parameter w[2Im G‘(E50) @here obtained from the
numerical solution of the self-consistent equation ~33!# behaves as (r
2rc)b, with b51/2, as predicted by the asymptotic analysis of the equation.
In the inset, we show that the fraction of unstable modes vanishes at the
transition as a power law with the exponent g1155/2.
FIG. 12. The position of the Brillouin
peak v0 , here obtained from the nu-
merical solution of the integral equa-
tion ~33!, scales as Ar in a wide range
of densities across the critical one. The
linewidth G decreases as 1/r in the
same range of densities.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have extended ERM theory to the physi-
cal case in which both longitudinal and transverse vibrations
are present. Even if the model is exceedingly simple ~har-
monic vibrations around fully disordered oscillations cen-
ters! it accounts for the main features of the high-frequency
vibrational spectrum of real glasses and supercooled liquids.
It has a transition between a stable and an unstable phase,
which is the mechanism behind the appearance of a boson
peak in this model. In the stable phase, the model displays
the essential phenomenology of vibrations in glasses, as re-
vealed by dynamic scattering experiments.
~1! The low-energy excitations can be considered as
phonons, in the sense that they have a well-defined wave
number and that a Debye density of states is found
@g(v)}v2# .
~2! The scattering of sound waves is stronger than in disor-
dered crystalline systems: the linewidth scales like p2
even in the harmonic approximation, and there is a sig-
nificant mixing among longitudinal and transversal exci-
tations.
~3! An excess of states is found ~in the stable phase! that can
be described with scaling laws and critical exponents.
We propose to identify this spectral feature with the bo-
son peak of supercooled liquids and glasses, implying
that our scaling laws should apply to experimental spec-
tra.
The phase transition from the stable to the saddle phase
is controlled in this model by the density. It is remarkable
that numerical simulations31 of supercooled liquids have
strongly suggested that such a geometric phase transition oc-
curs in the potential energy of glass-forming liquids, and is
responsible for the steep slowdown at the mode-coupling
temperature. Our model is fully consistent with this picture,
and predicts that the boson peak should become a divergence
precisely at the transition ~and hence at the mode-coupling
temperature!. By connecting to an experimentally accessible
feature it thus opens a way for experimental investigation of
the geometric picture of the glass transition. It is also inter-
esting to note that, according to our calculation, the scatter-
ing of sound waves is stronger in the unstable phase. To be
precise, the ~harmonic! linewidth is found to be G(p)
;g(v)p2/v2, so that in a liquid phase, where g(v);v ,
one has G(p)}p rather than p2.
We have studied our model using a high-density expan-
sion, and we have compared it with extensive numerical
simulations. As one could expect, the comparison is rather
good at high density, in the phase where the system is stable.
On the numerical side, we have been able to study in detail
FIG. 13. The structure factor in the unstable phase, from the solution of Eq.
~33!, shows Brillouin peaks ~left!; the dispersion relation ~top right! obtained
from these peaks is similar to that in the stable phase. The linewidth scaling,
however, is changed to G;p ~bottom right!.
FIG. 14. Data obtained from the solution of Eq. ~33!. At fixed density r51,
the VDOS ~evaluated from the integral equation! depends on the ratio be-
tween longitudinal and transverse sound velocity in the low-energy region.
This is exactly the same as varying the value of the sound speed, since c
}(112(cL /cT)23)21/3.
FIG. 15. At fixed density ~r51 here! the transition is driven by the speed of
sound, and the order parameter vanishes as a square root. In the inset we
show that the fraction of unstable modes vanishes as (c2cc)2.5, as predicted
by ERMT. The data are obtained from the numerical solution of the cactus
equation.
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the vibrational spectrum in the neighborhood of the phonon–
saddle transition. Indeed, previous liquid simulations30,31 had
been carried out in very small systems where low-frequency,
long-wavelength excitations were not present, and our previ-
ously studied scalar model did not even have a phonon–
saddle transition. The present approximation overestimates
the critical value of the density by a factor of 4, a tremendous
improvement over the calculation for the scalar case, where
an inexistent transition was found due to the approximations.
Since we are dealing with a high-density approximation, it is
not surprising to find significant differences with the numeri-
cal calculations at low densities. Nevertheless, universal fea-
tures like scaling laws and critical exponents are captured
correctly, as the comparison with the numerical simulation
shows ~surprisingly, even the oversimplified scalar model did
capture the value of exponents!. In any case, considering
transverse modes is a necessary step towards a quantitative
theory of glass vibrations. In fact, in systems with purely
repulsive potentials ~like our Gaussian model, or soft
spheres! it is vector displacements that permit the rising of
an instability, which would be otherwise absent. For the
Gaussian model, we have indeed verified that the instability
transition can also occur controlled by the ratio of the sound
velocities, and that the scaling laws apply as well with this
control parameter.
We think that, from the theoretical side, the subject is
ripe for a detailed experimental study, since one has scaling
laws and critical exponents that will hopefully describe the
experimental vibrational spectra. Yet, there are important ex-
perimental difficulties related with the fact that the vibra-
tional spectra could be reasonably described as harmonic
only at low temperatures. This is best explained in terms of
the potential energy landscape. A numerical simulation of a
supercooled liquid typically gets out of equilibrium at the
mode-coupling temperature. This means that the system is
exploring the energy minima close to the phonon–saddle
transition where the boson peak should be a very prominent
feature of the spectrum. Unfortunately, in experiments one
cannot cool as fast as in a simulation, meaning that the sys-
tem goes out of equilibrium rather at the glass temperature
~roughly speaking, the system goes too far into the stable
phase!. Instead, what we propose is to study the harmonic
spectrum ~experiments done at low temperatures! of systems
that have fallen out of equilibrium at temperatures near the
mode-coupling temperature. We expect that this can be
achieved by using the new ultrafast cooling techniques ~hy-
perquenching!. Preliminary results39 indicate that indeed the
boson peak is enhanced at faster cooling, in qualitative
agreement with our expectations. However, much work is
needed to check to what extent the present results can quan-
titatively describe the experimental spectra. In particular, the
precise value of the critical exponents could depend on the
algebraic or exponential decay at large distance of the inter-
action potential. This is not the case in the present approxi-
mation.
Finally, an important result of the vectorial analysis is
the fact that the resolvent becomes isotropic in the infinite
momentum limit. This means that both dispersion relations
saturate at the same value ~corresponding to the glasson re-
gion of the VDOS!, and that both structure factors tend to the
VDOS for p→‘ . This, strictly speaking, precludes the iden-
tification of BP modes as those belonging to the end of the
transverse branch.9 However, since the dispersion relations
can reach the limiting value in very different ways, for inter-
mediate values of p ~those presently studied in simulations!
they can be very different and may seem to saturate at dif-
ferent values. As an example, in Fig. 3 ~bottom! we plot the
bare longitudinal and transverse dispersion relations of a
monoatomic soft-sphere liquid. Assume ~as is the case for
the Gaussian model! that they are not significantly altered by
higher order terms. Then, we see that the longitudinal branch
shows larger fluctuations around the limiting value than the
transverse one and that they become similar only at very
large momenta. But, at these values of p scattering between
the two branches is so large that the question of the longitu-
dinal or transversal nature of a given mode is rather ill-
posed. In any case, to better assess the role of the different
modes in more complex material, a model including optical
branches is needed. Thus, we plan to investigate a binary
model in the near future, as well as to consider more realistic
interactions within the same formalism, along the lines dis-
cussed at the end of Sec. II.
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